
Investigate and Inquire: Preserve the Environment with Space-Saving Design
Students will investigate pros and cons of building smaller structures.  They will consider culturally 
and environmentally relevant features based on their Global Futures Design Lab project and the 
region they are currently working on.

1. Discuss as a group the benefits of small space living. Students’ ideas may include:
 a. less material use – smaller carbon footprint and lower cost
 b. takes up less space – maintains natural landscape for both environmental and community use
 c. takes less time to build (lower energy expenditure, lower labor costs, people can use it sooner)
 d. less energy requirements for ongoing maintanance

2. Consider watching the following. 
  •  Introduction to Tiny House Living: htps:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVovCDwrEn4  
 •  Consider Design ideas for Tiny Houses: htps:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkaXfgOLhuc 
 •  May read or watch: “The Big Adventures of Tiny House” by Susan Schaefer Bernardo  
   htps:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIVE6Pzb_PI

3. In addition to smaller size, ask students to consider at least 2 other ways they can make their 
   structures more sustainable. These may include:
  a. multifunctional spaces
   b. renewable energy 
  c. plants inside or on roof (vertical gardens)
  d. recyling/waste management - using biodegradable, zero-waste, compostable disposables
  e. material use: incorporating locally sourced, recycled-content and other sustainable material
 
4.  Ask students to imagine how they might design their features based on discussion above. Examples 
 may include:
   a. multifunctional spaces  
  b. mixed-use interior elements (like cafeteria/performance space)
  c. locally sourced materials (lower cost and lower carbon footprint for delivery)
  d. creative use of space like outdoor and rooftop (harvest natural energy sources like windpower or  
      sunlight for solar power, plants, pollinators for bees)
 
5. Students may do Worksheet #1.
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Measurements, Scale and Geometry
Students will learn how to measure real-world spaces and items, calculate perimeter, area, and 
volume and then learn how to draw and create a scaled model. In this activity, we will introduce the 
3Dux measurement unit, the Duxit.

1.  Discussion about Scale
  Show students the 2 minature models and lead a discussion with the group about how models can
  be smaller than life size but not always the same amount smaller. Describe this as scale.

2.  Scale Activity
   Have students complete Worksheet 2.

3.  Measuring, Drafting and Geometry Activity: Worksheet 3
    a. Students should be instructed to measure the length and width of one room in their house or 
  school in feet using a tape measure and then draw a birdseye view diagram using one foot:one 
  square on the paper. 
  c. Students should use their draft to calculate the perimeter and area of the space.
  d. Students should then measure 2-3 objects in their room (for example a sofa, bed, rug, table) and 
  then add these to the draft to create a  floorplan using the same scale.

4.  The “Duxit” Discussion and Activity: Worksheet 4
    Students should then measure the components of their draft with the duxit ruler, noting that one 
  foot in the real world is equivalent to one duxit in a 3DuxDesign model.

5.  3Dux Building/Scale Activity
  Students should now take out an assortment of 3DuxDesign cardboard shapes and only right angle
  connectors (red, yellow, blue). Have each students construct a cube or a rectangular prism. Using 
  their duxit ruler, have students measure height, length, and width and calculate perimeter, area of    
  floors, each wall, roof, total surface area of all exterior walls, and the volume of the structure. 

66.  Have students complete Worksheet 5 and compare results as a group. 
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Measurements, Scale and Geometry 
Students continue more complex calculations, compare and analyze data

1. Take some time to discuss the relative amount of materials needed for a rectangular prism and 
  cube of the same volume (rows one and two). Which needs more building material for the same 
  “living space”? 
2.  Compare the amount of material needed  for creating a two-family home with the same living 
  space. See if students can explain that in the double-length 2-family home, they are saving
  material because of a shared wall.  
33.  If a cube is more efficient with materials, should a larger building always be a cube? Have students
  think about how very high ceilings mean more volume but not necessarily more usable space. 
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Objectives / Standards
ETS 1.1  Define simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified 
criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost. 

ETS 1.2: Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 

ETS1.3 Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables aETS1.3 Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are 
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.

MD 1:  Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. Convert 
among different-sized standard measurement units within a given system and use these 
conversions in solving multi-step real world problems. find compare unlike units.

MD 3:  Solve pMD 3:  Solve problems involving measurement and measurements from a larger unit to a 
smaller unit.  Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and 
mathematical problems.

MD 4:  Understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and addition.

MD 6:  Understand concepts of area and relate area to multiplication and addition.  
Measure areas by counting unit squares.

MD 8:  MD 8:  Recognize perimeter as an attribute of plane figures and distinguish between linear 
and area measures. 

MP 1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

Materials:

• 3-4 sheets 3DuxDesign Graph Paper, one 3DuxDesign “Duxit” ruler strip, one worksheet
  set per student
• pencils, crayons
• 2 di• 2 different-scaled miniature like-items, for example, a toy animal figurine and a stuffed 
 animal or two toy cars of different scale 
• tape measure
• 3DuxDesign cardboard and 90 degree angle connectors
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